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PROUD SPONSOR OF THE NIELLO CONCOURS AT SERRANO

Tour the newest collection of luxurious models coming soon and the latest custom lots 

available at the award-winning community of Serrano in El Dorado Hills.  

Serrano offers more than 1,000 acres of open space including ponds, creeks, natural 

habitats, 17 miles of walking trails and a private par-72 championship golf course  

designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr.

EXPLORE SERRANO

BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME
CRAFTED BY TOP BUILDERS

EXPLORE SERRANO

LOTS AVAILABLE NOW
Traditional lots and padded lots, with soaring views 

and open space from ½ to 4 acres.

Pricing starts in the low $300,000s.

The Pat Seide Group
916.712.1617

DRE# 00892540

The Paragary Miller Team
916.247.1303

DRE# 01196924

Yo�  e Real Estate Group
916.941.6566

DRE# 02030510 

EDGELAKE AT SERRANO BY TRI POINTE HOMES
INTEREST LIST FORMING

Two-story home designs  |  2,370 – 2,592 sq. ft. 

Base pricing anticipated from the $700,000s.

BUILD YOUR DREAM HOME
CRAFTED BY TOP BUILDERS

SERRANO
800.866.8786 | 916.939.4060

Experienceserrano.com

Brokers welcome. Serrano and Serrano logo 
are state-registered services marks.

CalDRE #00909351

Prices subject to change. See builder sales representative 
or agent for updated pricing and buyer programs.
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Consign. Bid. Experience. Barrett-Jackson.com

Experience the Barrett-Jackson Auctions live exclusively
on A+E Networks’ FYI and HISTORY channels.    

ALL THE CARS, ALL THE TIME.  
Streamed live on Barrett-Jackson.com

JANUARY 22-30 | SCOTTSDALE

SELL YOUR COLLECTOR CAR WHERE THE BIDDERS ARE
Over 150 World Records Broken In 2021

Contact a consignment specialist at Barrett-Jackson.com or 480.421.6694

1959 BUICK INVICTA CUSTOM COUPE
1959 Buick Invicta “Blue Suede Shoes”  
built by Kindig-it Designs. NO RESERVE















Nov. 12, 2021
5:30-10pm

For information and vendor applications: www.sacmag.com/best-of-sacramento-2021

Get Your Tickets Now • $50
www.sacmag.com/best-of-sacramento-tickets

Welcome to the Niello Concours at Serrano  

Now in our 17th year, we are excited to welcome you back 
to this exceptional event, that celebrates community as 
much as it celebrates the automobile.  

Today you will find an exquisite array of some of the world's 
finest automobiles presented by their owners and The Niello 
Company, as well as live music, fashion, local cuisine, fine 
wines and entertainment on the Village Green at Serrano. 

We hope you take the time to enjoy the cars, the  
community, but most importantly, the company of  
one another.  

For more than 25 years, the team at Parker Development 
Company has remained dedicated to providing the  
residents of Serrano, and guests of this pristine community, 
nothing but the highest standards of excellence. And the 
Niello Concours at Serrano is a testament to that effort. 

We are so very grateful that we have this opportunity to 
come together. 

Thank you for joining us.

Welcome to Serrano.

Sincerely,

Bill Parker
President, Parker Development Company
Serrano | Celebrating 25 Years 
Parker Development | Celebrating 65 Years

Welcome from 
Bill Parker
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Niello Audi

Niello Audi

NielloAudi.com

Niello Audi
2350 Auburn Blvd

Sacramento, CA 95821
888.451.4321
nielloaudi.com

Niello Audi
2350 Auburn Blvd Sacramento, CA 95821
888.451.4321 | nielloaudi.com

LOS GATOS . PALO ALTO . WALNUT CREEK . SAN JOSE 





BEST OF SHOW 
AWARD

OUTSTANDING COBRA 
AWARD

HONORARY JUDGES 
AWARD

MOST ELEGANT 
MOTOR CAR AWARD

CHAIRMAN’S CHOICE 
AWARD 

In Honor of George A. Moore

DEARCOS FAMILY 
CHOICE AWARD 

In Honor of Tony DeArcos

BEST FINISH AWARD 
Sponsored by Meguiar’s

FAVORITE PORSCHE 
AWARD 

Chosen by Richard Niello, Sr.

OUTSTANDING 
ENTRANT AWARD 

In Honor of Gayle Horton
 

2019 BEST OF SHOW AWARD
2021 AWARDS
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1901 DURYEA
FOUR-WHEELED PHAETON
The automobile featured on this page is proudly owned by Barry Meguiar and maintained 
with the highest quality Meguiar’s products. Meguiar’s Inc. was founded over a century ago 
in 1901 and has become the global leader in appearance care. Meguiar’s is proud to offer 
the highest quality products and tools to serious car care enthusiasts.

2018_Concours_Serrano_Duryea_Full_Page_Ad.indd   1 8/29/18   8:05 AM



Honorary Judges

AJ BAIME 
Author - "Go Like Hell" 

Inspiration for the movie "Ford v Ferrari"

TOMMY HUNT 
Hunt Motorsports Concepts 

TONY HUNT
Stunt Driver, "Ford v Ferrari"

TOM MOTTER 
Author of many Sacramento Auto Racing books

SCOTT PRUIT 
Former Race Car Driving Champion in 

NASCAR, CART, IMSA, Trans-Am & Grand-AM

BASHAR AL SNEEH
Restaurateur 

Carmel, California

MARK STEIGERWALD
Executive Director, California Auto Museum

24 • TheConcours.net



LUXURY, EXPANDED BY A THIRD ROW.

The 2022 Lexus RX.

LEXUS OF SACRAMENTO
2600 FULTON AVENUE

SACRAMENTO, CA 
1-888-411-7187



In 1961 Shelby heard that an English manufacturer of a nice 
two-seat roadster, AC Motors, lost its supplier of engines. Shelby 
thought he could both help AC Motors and also build a new car. 
So, he went engine shopping. After being refused by Chevrolet 
because they didn’t want to support a competitor to the Corvette, 
it was time for Shelby to think about Ford. He knew of a new 
Ford 221 cubic inch V-8 engine that, besides being available was 
quite compact and light in design. This engine seemed like a good 
match for the AC chassis and body that Shelby believed would 
accept the engine with only modest modifications.

Shelby approached AC Motors with his idea. A bond was 
formed and later in the year, after deciding that 221 cubic inches 
was not enough, Shelby acquired the necessary quantity of Ford 
260 cubic inch V-8 engines to improve the AC Brand. There 
being no substitute for cubic inches, the 260 became a 289 cubic 
inch engine. Of course, this car’s name was…COBRA!!!!

Oh, and the 260 and 289 cubic inch engines were really nice in 
the roadster. However, they really didn’t have the kind of punch 
Shelby demanded from a sports car. Apparently, Ford had a few 
427 cubic inch big block race engines laying around that the 
NASCAR teams didn’t need. Perhaps a few more “modifications” 
to the body and chassis of the Cobra were called for. They went to 
work.

After a LOT of careful shoehorning and craftsmanship, they 
built the 427 AC Cobra. The 427 Cobra is now one of the most 
legendary and desired automobiles in automotive history. Not 
coincidentally, they had a pretty respectable tool to race at home 
in the US of A. The upgraded Mark II 289 cubic inch Cobra 
lost only one race over three years in the USA. After dominating 
US competition, winning U.S. Road Racing championships in 
1963 and 1964, Ford and Shelby decided to freight some Cobras 
“over the pond” and hopefully bloody the noses of most of the 
European sports car manufacturers. Off to the races he went.

European racing of the Cobras was challenging. The most 
difficult problem Shelby faced was “Homologation.” In order 
for the car to be raced there had to be at least 100 of that model 
built. Cobra production was below that figure and cars had to 
be redesigned in the production line so the racecars could be 
homologated. This took time and allowed the Europeans to size 
up the Cobra. In fact, the Shelby Team Cobras were not allowed 
to race in Europe in 1965. 

While the AC Cobras were legendary in and of themselves, 

they were not a mass-market product. So, in 1965 Shelby put 
himself in front of his acquaintance Lee Iacocca and some other 
executives from Ford Motor Company and generously admitted 
how wonderful a car the Mustang was. Everyone at Ford agreed 
it was fast, affordable and good-looking. The powers that be were 
quite pleased with themselves and there was much backslapping 
all around. 

That is, until Shelby explained his intentions and showed 
how he saw so much more in the Mustang; after the mandatory 
gratuitous compliments he explained to them what the Mustang 
really could become. Enchanted by the vision Shelby presented, 
Ford management bought into the dream of the Shelby GT-350 
Mustang, Mr. Shelby went from Great Racer to a Living Legend. 
They sealed the deal with the bigger, stronger, faster Shelby GT-
500. Once again the 427 Cubic Inch engine powered a Shelby
conceived “Big Boy Toy.” The elevation of Carroll Shelby to
official “Legend Status” began. It had taken only a few years.

Besides toying around with Mustangs, Mr. Shelby and Ford 
brought the world some of the greatest sports and racing cars ever 
made; everyone remembers his GT-40 racecars. The GT-40 series 
sported what were widely considered some of the most beautiful 
bodies ever seen on racecars. Besides that, they were rather fast 
and beat the living daylights out of Porsche, Ferrari and a few 
other European brands at their most revered venue, Le Mans.

In 1982 Carroll’s buddy from Ford, Lee Iacocca was now the 
big man at Chrysler Motor Company and was sick of selling 
weak, uninspired cars. Who was better suited than “Old Shell” 
to light the fires and kick the tires of a moribund industry? Lee 
called Shelby and the rest is history.

Viper… Sound familiar? Once again, the Shelby magic was 
virtually applied to an industry. The Dodge Viper was designed 
using the classic Shelby formula; lightweight, two-door body, 
big powerful engine and massive tires. With its V-10 engine, 
aluminum body, cloth top and giant rubber, the Viper simply 
crushed all of the other sports cars of its time, cars costing 
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of dollars more. The Viper 
single handedly raised the bar for today’s new era of domestic 
American sport cars. Even now in 2012, the Viper remains a 
standard for high value, high performance sports cars and it still 
leads almost every sports car, except the new GT-500 Shelby 
Mustang, around almost every racetrack. 

In June 1990, Shelby decided he had enough of his problems 

by Frank X. Weismantel

CARROLL SHELBY
Launching a Legend

Everything starts somewhere. The legend of Carroll 
Shelby started in 1941, with love letters, boots and an 
airplane in the great state of Texas. There must have 
been deeply entrenched greatness in a man who, as a 

flight instructor for the U.S. Army Air Corps, decided to simply 
drop his love letters to his fiancé from his plane down to her farm. 

Talk about ingenuity. That little slice of history really is not 
a significant component of his legend; it was a small thing 
yet spoke loudly of how great things started. Shelby was 
air-dropping boots in 1941 but it wasn’t until 1965 that he 
really started to appeal to the hearts of a nation, and not long 
afterwards, the globe.

Of course, Carroll had numerous accomplishments between 
1941 and 1965. No one can ignore his racing accomplishments.  

His “Crown Jewel” was the 1959 24 Hours of Le Mans victory 
as the co-driver of an Aston Martin. Few know, however, that 
his very first race was in 1952, behind the wheel of a hot rod that 
was powered by a Ford engine. While this was not the beginning 
of his relationship with Ford, it did portend his long lasting 
connection with them.

Carroll Shelby was everything a man of the time needed 
to be; big & strong, handsome with an outgoing personality, 
flamboyant in the extreme and possessed of incredible ingenuity. 
However, the launch into global fame needed one last thing; 
synergy.

Why synergy? Because being a great racer was not enough. 
Simply being the coolest cat in Texas was not enough. He 
needed something that made him more than the sum of his 
parts and accomplishments. Carroll needed branding, otherwise 
known as merchandising. And, he needed something to 

merchandise. 
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1964 SHELBY COBRA 289 1964 SHELBY COBRA 289 
Owned by Jack Wright of Granite Bay, CaliforniaOwned by Jack Wright of Granite Bay, California

On The Green Today
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with his old ticker and underwent a heart 
transplant. After his surgery Shelby launched 
the Carroll Shelby Heart Fund. He intended 
the fund to assist children waiting for 
and going through the transplant process. 
The fund has raised millions of dollars for 
children in need. 

In 1992, Carroll Shelby was inducted 
into the International Motor Sports 
Hall of Fame. The automotive and racing 
accomplishments of this man are only a 
part of the legend of Carroll Shelby. He has 
brought ever so much more to the world 
than racing trophies.  
On May 10, 2012 Carroll Shelby took his 

final checkered flag. The world mourns such 
a loss. However, his welcome to the afterlife 
will most likely include many, many requests 
for guidance with making all those heavenly 
hot rods run like hell!! •

Launching a Legend

This storied 1965 black Shelby Cobra with its rare designation of a 
CSX4000 Terlingua Special would be a stand-out on any concours 
field.  This is a “number one” as in the very first of the special edition 

of Carroll Shelby’s CSX4000 Series 427 SC Cobras that pay homage to the 
legendary Terlingua Racing Team.  

Every car guy (and gal) knows Carroll Shelby loved a good time. One of his 
favorite spots to party down was on his ranch in Texas, co-owned by his lawyer 
Dave Witts (it was half Witts).  On the ranch was an old ghost town called 
“Terlingua.” 

It was during one of these real good times in 1965, on one of those real good 
Terlingua nights filled to the brim with chili-eating and general carousing that 
one of the Rat Pack of Texas came up with the idea to call Shel’s fledgling racecar 
operation “the Terlingua Racing Team.” 

Fast forward to 1998 in Las Vegas where the SAAC unveiled the first of ten 
Terlingua Edition CSX4000’s.  The reaction was incendiary and the automobile a 
sensation.  Drs. Jim and Patricia Wells were among the awestruck.  Strangely, the 
good doctors were familiar with Terlingua, Texas, having honeymooned there.  
The deal-maker for the Wells was the first Terlingua Cobra’s color: black, their 
favorite color scheme.  See the car on the green today. •

1965 Shelby Cobra CSX4000 
Terlingua Special

Owned by Dr. Jim Wells of Sacramento, California

On the Green 
          TodayAs a college student in 1966, Jack Wright worked at Los Angeles International 

Airport (LAX) for a company that provided fuel, oil and baggage services for 
all the foreign airlines. In those days there were only two runways at LAX with 
a few hangars on the south side. One housed the company Jack worked for 
and another was the hangar where Carroll Shelby kept his DC-3 airplane. 
Except Shelby didn’t keep the plane in the hangar…he parked it behind the 
hanger, because inside he had moved his Venice, CA automotive manufacturing 
operation from a facility they had outgrown. This hangar was the location where 
Carroll Shelby’s Cobras & GT 350 Mustangs were built.

    Every time Shelby needed his DC-3 fueled & oiled Jack would volunteer 
(beg) to go service the plane. After he completed the maintenance, he would 
walk through the back gate and stroll along the assembly line in the hangar. 
Jack would talk to the mechanics, who were all very friendly, and marvel at 
what was happening inside that hangar; stalling for as long as he could before 

going back to work. His favorite Shelby creation was the Shelby Cobra 289 and he   
              vowed he would one day own one!

                  Fast forward to 2016 and Jack’s dream of ownership became a reality. He believes in  
             driving his cars and drives the Cobra in the Arizona Copperstate 1000 Road Rally.  
              Jack is proudly showing it on the green today at the Niello Concours at Serrano.   
              What a story!



The 17th Annual Niello Concours at Serrano is proud to be a Sports 
Car Club of America sanctioned event. Since 1944 the SCCA 
has brought motorsports to Americans who share a passion for 
automobiles, speed and competition. From National Championships to 
regional events, from the professional arena to the amateur, SCCA has 
organized, supported and developed auto racing at every level for over 
seven decades.

Automobile enthusiasts owe the SCCA for not only keeping the race 
flame alive but for doing the same for car shows known historically as 
“Concours d’Elegance.” SCCA has provided, over the years, a judging 
matrix that has made comparison of various vehicles fair and objective 
by judging them on the basis of overall originality and the degree of 
perfection in their restoration. The guidelines and rules that were 
set down by the governing body of the SCCA Concours Division are 

such that the automobiles being showed must be as they came from 
the factory. Any upgrade or deviation from the manufacturers original 
design of the automobile will result in points lost. Most entrants take 
great pride in keeping to this standard.

The SCCA provides judges, field crew and scorers for each SCCA 
sanctioned concours. All judges are volunteers and deemed expert 
on specific marques. All judged automobiles should be, essentially 
as they appeared on the showroom floor. As the judges begin their 
appraisal of each auto they start the scoring with 100 points. Points are 
then deducted for each deviation from original, imperfections, poor 
preparation, etc. The highest points in each class, the top three, are the 
first, second and third place winners. But, for an automobile to win its 
class, it must score at least 80 points; second place requires at least 70 
points; third place at least 60 points. 

Jim Perell - Chief of Concours
Ron Von Tersch - Chief Judge
Beckie Perell - Chief of Scoring
Darren Townsley - Chief of Field
Pat Wille - Secretary/Treasurer

S.C.C.A. - KEEPER OF THE FLAME

Morris Lum - Photographer/Webmaster
Dr. Shannon Davidson - Board Member at Large
Ed Therrien - Chief of Concours Emeritus
Butch Wright - Chief Judge Emeritus 
Shirley Wright - Chief of Scoring Emerita 

PLEASE NOTE: SCCA WILL ONLY JUDGE VEHICLES OF A MODEL YEAR PRIOR TO 1988. 

SFR-SCCA is actively seeking new judges, field crew and scoring assistants. 
If interested, please contact Chief of Concours Jim Perell at JAPerell@icloud.com.
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The Last Cobra
The Last Cobra

1967 SHELBY 427 COBRA1967 SHELBY 427 COBRA
CHASSIS #CSX 3360CHASSIS #CSX 3360

The last 427 Cobra built by A.C. Cars was invoiced to Shelby 
American on December 14, 1966 at a total cost of £1,002 
(About $1190 in US dollars). A 427 engine, fitted with a single 
4V carburetor, was installed by Shelby American, and the car 
was invoiced on October 26, 1967 to John Grappone Ford in 
Concord, New Hampshire. At Grappone’s request the car was air-
freighted to JFK Airport in New York, where John Grappone and 
Stan Hallinan picked it up. Their drive to New Hampshire added 
roughly 270 miles to the car’s odometer. 

On March 23, 1968 Erland F. Russell, aged twenty-one, walked 
into John Grappone Ford and purchased 3360 saying, “I spent 
every dollar I had, plus money borrowed, to buy the car.” Erland 
drove the car on the back roads of New Hampshire back home to 
Newton, Massachusetts, mostly at night—“lots of driving was at 
two and three in the morning.” He vividly remembers once driving 
nearly 170 MPH! In order to do this, he “removed the wing 
windows, sun visors, electric fan, and floor mats.” Erland purchased 

a pair of Hush Puppie shoes because they were narrow enough that 
he could drive the car heel-n-toe. Russell drove the car only during 
the summer, and in 1977 he sold the car for $10,000.

Subsequently, the car was sold to Tom Gannett and eventually 
Mark McClintock of Ohio. The last owner was Anthony Tomasi 
who stored the car for more than a decade at Mike McCluskey’s in 
Southern California with only 6,000 original miles. 

Bruce Canepa learned of the car through Cobra guru, Lynn Park, 
and finalized its purchase in August 2010. He immediately charged 
his Canepa team to begin restoring CSX 3360 mechanically and 
esthetically to its former glory, while maintaining all of its original 
components, hardware, wiring, vinyl, and leather, etc. Visit the last 
Cobra on the green today at the 2021 Niello Concours at Serrano 
and ask if it really can do ZERO to 100 and back to ZERO in  
12 Seconds.

SALESRESTORATION MOTORSPORTS

An investment in a Canepa collector car goes beyond obtaining a premier classic or historic 
racing car - it is the assurance that your vehicle has been inspected, restored, repaired, 

and vetted by mechanical artisans and experts.

CANEPA.COM
1.831.430.9940

4900 Scotts Valley Dr, Scotts Valley, CA 9506634 • TheConcours.net
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The history of the 1963 Shelby King 
Cobra Cooper Type 61M at the 

Niello Concours today is a fascinating 
one.  The car now looks as it would have 
in 1963, and is the only survivor of the 
first King Cobra season.  The car’s current 
owner is William Hartman of Yuba 
City. Having this special King Cobra on 
display exemplifies the high standards 
of the sports racers you will enjoy on the 
field today.

In 1963, Carroll Shelby needed a car to 
compete in the USAC-sanctioned Fall 
Series on the West Coast, which evolved 
later into the SCCA Canadian American 
Challenge Series, the Can-Am.

Shelby’s Cobras had already won SCCA’s 
A/Sports Racing title and the USRRC 
Championship, but the season was almost 
over. He had time, he had drivers, he 
needed a car.

Shelby’s solution was to go back to 
Europe and buy two mid-engined 
Cooper Monaco sports racers—
CM/1/63 and CM/3/63—and to adapt 

them to his full-race 289 cubic inch 
Ford V8s. The cars carried four  Weber 
carburetors and a BMC/Huffaker 4-speed 
transaxle, soon replaced by a Colotti 
4-speed.

The first two cars competed in the
1963 Fall Series. CM/1/63 was driven
by Dave MacDonald and CM/3/63 by
Bob Holbert, until his retirement in
1964. After that it was driven by Dave
MacDonald, Ken Miles, Augie Pabst, Skip
Scott, Ed Leslie, and Ronnie Bucknum.
In 1966 it sold to Alex Budurin with the
current ZF 5-speed, but Budurin died
and his widow sold it to Dwayne Zinola,
who won a national championship with
it. Don Ivey owned it next, blew it up, and
sold it to Robert Green, who completed a
sympathetic restoration in 1991.

Carroll Shelby has been one of the
most talented opportunists in American
automobile racing. With both the AC
Cobra and the Shelby Mustang, he
demonstrated a remarkable ability to
take existing cars and components and

recombine, 
redefine, or 
reconfigure 
them to create 
what have 

become iconic and immensely successful 
racing cars.

In the summer of 1963, actually-get-paid-
for-it professional sports car racing was 
just getting started in the United States in 
a series for purpose-built sports racing cars 
with more or less unlimited engine size. 
The production-based Cobras wouldn’t 
have much of a chance, but it was an 
attractive challenge for Shelby. All he 
needed was a suitable car. It needed to be 
cheap, available on very short notice, and 
sturdy enough to handle a 289 Ford V8.

Like the AC Bristol, the Cooper Monaco 
was at the end of its shelf life when Shelby 
came knocking. Designed in 1958 for the 
1959 season, the Monaco was the first 
successful mid-engined sports racer built 
to accept 2-liter and larger engines. The 
design concept was appropriate to both 
Cooper and the era, which is to say pretty 
agricultural by later standards. It was a 
derivation of the 1958 Formula 1 design 
and used four large-diameter tubes in a 
more or less box-kite arrangement. For 
the Monaco, the tubes bulged out from 
the front suspension to the rear cockpit 
bulkhead to allow two seats inside, then 
back to a narrow rear suspension pickup.

Though the F1 Coopers of the era 
had wonderfully stiff chassis, the 

Reprinted by Permission: Sports Car Market www.sportscarmarket.com.

wider Monaco layout was notoriously 
“interactive,” to use a current euphemism. 
It was immediately successful, however, 
and in 1959 and 1960 was the car to 
beat. As competition arrived on the 
market (particularly the Lotus 19), the 
Monaco gained a stiffer frame, upgraded 
suspension, and improved body design. 
Through 1962, these were designated 
Monaco Mk I through IV and were 
designed for the Climax FPF 2- to2.5-liter 
engines that were the dominant English 
race engine of the time. 

In late 1962, the concept was 
redesigned to accept the 1962 F1 
suspension and a seriously revised frame 
design, wrapped with a much more 
slippery body. The intended power was 
the 2.7-liter FPF engine developed for 
Indianapolis, but the engine bay was 
intentionally built large enough for a V8. 
Now designated the T61M, it was still 
called a Monaco. The 1962 prototype 
was the only T61M to actually get a 
Climax, as the early 1963 cars were built 
on spec and sat unsold without engine 
packages well into the season. 

Shelby faced a simple choice. The Lotus 
19 was an excellent design but consensus 
was that it just wasn’t strong enough to 
carry an American V8. The Cooper had 

room for a V8, and several chassis were 
immediately available. In fact, “available” 
might be an understatement; by late 
summer 1963, at most one of the four 
cars built had been sold, and Cooper was 
in a bind. 

Once the first two rolling chassis arrived 
at Shelby’s shop, the team had less than a 
month to turn them into contending race 
cars. The chassis were disassembled and 
strengthened for a 289 Ford engine and 
Colotti transaxle. Shelby only had one 
day of testing at Riverside before shipping 
the cars off to Kent (Seattle), 
Washington, for their debut on 
September 29. 
 The cars were fast out of the box, setting 
track records at Riverside and Kent, but 
they were not sorted, and both retired 
from the actual race. Dave MacDonald 
won the remaining two races (Riverside 
and Laguna Seca), but Holbert broke in 
both. The cars were not the dominant 
force Shelby would have liked.

At the end of 1963, Shelby bought two 
more chassis, then four more in 1964 

for a total of eight “real” Shelby King 
Cobras. There were four other T61M 
chassis sold, and they all got V8s, but 
not through Shelby (and not all Ford, 
for that matter) to make a total of twelve 
T61 Monacos built. 

For the nascent U.S. professional 
road race series of ’63 and ’64, it was a 
successful but by no means dominant 
car—an old design in a world that was 
changing fast. In many ways, the T61M 
marks the transition from the flexible 
chassis, skinny tire, drive-it-sideways 
cars of the ’50s to the stiff-chassis, real 
suspension and sticky tire, keep-it-stuck-
to-the-track cars that followed.

And it was the end of truly flamboyant 
driving. Check out film clips of 
MacDonald driving the King Cobra at 
Riverside. Turn 6 was two 90-degree 
rights that were really a double-apex 180. 
Footage shows MacDonald coming into 
view almost sideways and he never lifts 
or seems to move the steering wheel as he 
slides through the whole turn, lap after 
lap. It is breathtaking to watch.

By Thor Thorson
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The “Huffaker Healey,” a 1962 Austin Healey 3000 BT7, is the product 
of the famous collaboration between Kjell Qvale’s British Motor Cars of 
San Francisco and Joe Huffaker. In the late 1950s, Qvale was already 
established as the main West Coast importer of British automobiles. A 
firm believer in the philosophy of “Win on Sunday, sell on Monday,” 
racing had been an important part of Qvale’s marketing strategy since 
he had established his MG dealership in 1946. He was instrumental 
in helping organize the California Sports Car Club (Predecessor to 
the SCCA in California) and was a key member of the committee that 
designed and developed the race track at Laguna Seca in 1956. The 
other part of this collaboration was Joe Huffaker. Huffaker began 
building hot rods as a teenager in the late 1940s. His first sports car 
build was a 1954 Austin Healey “Huffaker Special.” This car, driven 
by Mickey Marston, put Huffaker on the map in the Northern California 
racing scene. 

In 1957, after beating some of Qvale’s cars at the track, Joe Huffaker 
joined British Motor Cars to open a competition department. Huffaker’s 
efforts paid off handsomely as Qvale’s MGAs, B’s, Jaguar E-Types and 
Healeys, in the hands of fast drivers, were consistent winners in SCCA 
production classes.

The Huffaker Healey was prepared from new by Huffaker and BMC for 
SCCA “D” Production competition. The principal driver of this car 
was the famed Ed Leslie of Monterey, California, one of BMC’s most 
successful competitors. While Huffaker built many race cars for the 

BMC competition department, he built only one six-cylinder Austin 
Healey. The #98 Huffaker Healey, in its distinctive black and white 
livery, was campaigned by Leslie at Laguna Seca, Sears Point, Cotati, 
Vacaville and other tracks in the 1960s and took its share of class 
victories.

The Huffaker Healey was eventually acquired from Qvale’s British 
Motor Cars by Ed Leslie himself and later sold through his small 
dealership, Leslie Motors in Monterey. The car was raced by several 
subsequent owners and competed in events through the 1970s. Visit 
this rare historical race car on the green today at the 2021 Niello 
Concours at Serrano.

The Huffaker Healey was acquired in 2008 by its current owners, Phil 
and Sue Foster of Wheatland, California and has been authenticated by 
Joe Huffaker as his original BMC Healey race car. The car was restored, 
as close as possible, to the condition and appearance as originally raced 
in the 1960s. The restoration included an engine rebuild by famed 
race engine builder Butch Gilbert and a period-correct repaint. Visit 
this iconic Healey today on the green at the 2021 Niello Concours at 
Serrano. 

the huffaker healey
A Collaboration of Two "Driven" Men
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With the advent of the automobile, came 
automobile racing. The two, a test of man 
and machine, are nearly inseparable. In its 
earliest form, early twentieth century auto 
races were held on the open, muddied, 
and rutted roadways of America. The 
racing automobile was not far-removed 
from its original “horseless carriage” form.

As the automobile evolved so did the 
racing car. In 1911 Carl Fisher of 
Indianapolis, Indiana, conceived and built 
a two and a half mile oval speedway, paved 
with brick, and convinced a number of 
influential people to hold an annual 500-
mile automobile race at his track. Today, 
the Indianapolis “500” is world renown as 

“The Greatest spectacle in Auto Racing.”

At the 2021 Niello Concours at Serrano, 
as we celebrate the history of Sacramento 
auto racing, we salute the history of the 
Open Wheel Race Car. This totally unique 
form of automobile racing that has its 
roots buried deeply in the typical “county 
fairgrounds” circuits across America. 
From its earliest beginnings of primarily 
stock, factory autos being tested against 
others of similar build, to todays one-
off, hand built, custom creations built 
specifically for oval track competition. 

The open wheel race cars that we will explore 
in this article are called by specific names 

and have their own set of specifications. 

Beginning with the largest, the cars that 
raced at Indianapolis are called “Indy 
Cars” and they are broken into at least 
two classes, Roadsters and Uprights. The 
roadsters, built during the 1950’s and 60’s 
are typified by their long, low, sleek look 
and were designed to race primarily on 
paved race tracks. The upright cars are 
the more typical “dirt-track” type cars 
where the driver sits bolt upright in the 
car and those competed on both pavement 
and dirt tracks. Both of these cars were 
built for the one-mile and longer tracks, 
running races of 100 miles or more. These 
cars had wheelbases of over 100 inches.

Celebrating the History of Celebrating the History of 
Sacramento Auto RacingSacramento Auto Racing  
With a Salute to Open 
Wheel Race Cars
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By the 1920’s, the race cars that began 
appearing on the fairgrounds tracks began 
to get a bit smaller. The engines stayed nearly 
the same in size as their larger counterparts 
but the wheelbases became shorter (usually 
86-96 inches). These cars became known 
as “Sprint Cars”, primarily because they 
were racing on shorter tracks and the 
“sprint” races; usually lasted 20 miles or so 
(compared to the 100 miles of the “big cars”). 

Next came the smallest of the American 
open wheel-racing car. The midget, a truly 
American innovation, has the smallest 
wheelbase (68-72 inches) and the smallest 
of power plants and typically is raced on 
the smallest of oval race tracks (1/5 to 

1/3 mile courses). Interestingly enough, 
when one considers the power-to-weight 
ratio of each of the basic three classes 
of open wheel race cars in America, 
all three come very close to each other.

Over the years, the Sacramento area has 
played host to each of the above named 
classes of open wheel racing cars. The old 
Sacramento Fairgrounds at Broadway and 
Stockton Blvd. was the site of some of the 
earliest of auto races and were staged as 
publicity “stunts” only during the Annual 
California State Fair. It wasn’t until 1949 
that promoter; J.C. Agajanian brought 
American Championship Car racing to 
the West Coast. “Aggie” gambled that 

Sacramento (and northern California) 
would turn out in flocks to watch the Indy 
cars and drivers bring their particular kind 
of racing to the West Coast. These would be 
the “Big Cars” (also called “Champ Cars”) 
on the full mile track, running 100 miles 
for National Championship Points. It was 
so popular that the annual event continued 
until 1970 when the old Fairgrounds were 
torn down, replaced by Cal-Expo. It wasn’t 
until 1989 that racing series was resumed 
on the one-mile oval at the new track. 

Even earlier there was a facility within the 
Sacramento City limits that was destined 
to become a long-time favorite with local 
auto racing fans. In 1928, the City built a 

BY TOM MOTTERBY TOM MOTTER
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new sports stadium 
for the Sacramento Junior College 

(now the Sacramento City College) on 
Freeport Blvd. and Sutterville Road. It was 
dedicated as the “Sacramento Stadium” 
and was so called until after WWII 
when it was renamed Hughes Stadium. 

As early as 1931 the stadium was being 
used, in part, as a motor-sports venue. 
Frank Murray, a local Harley-Davidson 
motorcycle dealer, promoted motorcycle 
races on the stadiums quarter-mile cinder 
track. The two wheelers were known as 
“Speedway” bikes and offered the public 
tight, close, wheel to wheel racing action every 
Friday night during the summer months. 

On June 4, 1933, promoter, Charlie 
Curryer held what is today considered to 
be the very first midget race ever held in 
America. That Sunday Curryer brought 
to Sacramento Stadium ten homemade 
“midget cars” (smaller versions of those 
cars that raced on the Nations fairgrounds 
tracks). That very first afternoon midget 
race attracted 5000 spectators (paying 
50 cents each) and was the beginning 
of what was to become a golden age in 
midget racing lasting until the late 1940’s.

Hughes Stadium hosted regular midget 
races until WWII when all auto racing 
action was halted due to the war. 

Auto racing resumed in 1946 and Hughes 
Stadium once again was the site of noisy, 
weekly, midget racing on Monday nights 
(much to the chagrin of the near-by 
Curtis Park residents). The 1950’s saw a 
decline in attendance at midget races but 
a new form of auto racing soon took over. 
Hardtops! Pre-war coupes, racing in what 
could be, at best, described as regulated 
mayhem! Stock car racing (some called it 
stock car crashing) soon took the nation 
by storm and Hughes Stadium presented 
weekly hardtop racing right along with 
every other major city in the country. 

At various times, Hughes Stadium 
was also the site of motorcycle racing, 
midget racing, hardtop racing, 
stock car racing, and destruction 
derbies. The track was never big 
enough for the larger Sprint cars.

In 1947, West Sacramento, 
Sacramento’s neighbor across the 
river, became the site of one of 

the West Coast’s major dirt race 
tracks. Known variously as, “West Capitol”, 
“Capitol Raceway”, “Capitol 
Speedway”, or just plain “Capitol” 
it was a fast, action filled, quarter-
mile clay track that hosted most 
all forms of auto racing including 
midgets, sprints, hardtops, stock 
cars, and motorcycles. Capitol 
had the added advantage of 
being able to expand the size 
of the track to a full half-
mile, thereby accommodating 
the larger sprint cars. 
The West Sacramento 
racetrack soon became 
known around the country 
as “The Action Track”.

The Sacramento region had two other auto 
racing tracks that weren’t as successful; 
the Lazy J Speedway and the New 
Sacramento Speedway (formerly known 
as K-9 Park). Lazy J was a small dirt oval 
situated just off 16th Street, alongside 
the American River, at about where the 
present-day American River Bridge goes 
over the river before feeding into State 
Highway 160. This track raced principally 
motorcycles and an open wheel racing 
machine known as “track roadsters”. 
It fell into disuse in the early 1950’s. 

In 1934, when dog racing was finally 
outlawed in California, Sacramento’s “K-9 
Park”, was converted from a dog racing 
track to a midget racing track. It was 
renamed the “New Sacramento Speedway” 
and was a flat, quarter mile track that held 
midget races until about 
1939. The site, at Fruitridge 
and Stockton Blvd, is 
currently a shopping center. 

The types of open wheel race 
cars that we salute today are 
now mostly relics of the past. A 
past that was typified by brave 
men sitting upright in hopped 
up, stripped down, highly 
modified racing machines. 

They were fast and loud! That they were 
extremely dangerous is a given due to the 
fact that driver protection was minimal. 
Most times only a lap belt and a leather 
crash helmet was all there was between 
the driver and serious injury, even death.

Most of the early open wheel racing car 
bodies were hand crafted of aluminum 
and as such, a lot of individuality was 
put into each car. Today we are fortunate 
to be able to view a number of examples 
of what I like to call, race car artistry. 

What you will see at 
the 2021 Niello Concours at Serrano are 
lovingly restored examples of those open 
wheel racing cars that thrilled tens of 
thousands weekly. Their paint now gleams 
and the chrome shines brilliantly and 
we have only to allow our minds to drift 
back a few years and once again feel the 
sound of the open exhaust, the screeching 
of tires on the track and remember what 
it was like to go to the races on Saturday 
night. Once again you’ll find yourself 
cheering for the ghosts of Billy Vukovich, 
Jimmy Bryan, Edgar Elder, Johnny 
Parsons, Freddie Agabashian and the rest 
of those brave warriors who battled in the 
bullrings of that truly American pastime 
of American open wheel racing. 
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1948 KURTIS KRAFT MIDGET1948 KURTIS KRAFT MIDGET
Owned by Tom Motter of Rancho Cordova, CaliforniaOwned by Tom Motter of Rancho Cordova, California

On The Green Today

A long-time dream was fulfilled in 1991 when Tom Motter found the original Magarian/Walters 
Midget (MWM) that his uncle Earl Motter had driven in the mid-1950s. The car had always been 
his favorite midget and over the years he had fantasized about someday owning one just like it. Not 
to race it but to place in his living room, sit in it and dream of those past years when Uncle Earl 
was his favorite driver. 

In 1990 Tom went to Marshall Matthew’s Body Shop in Palo Alto where he noticed an old 
Kurtis midget in the shop. When Tom asked about the car’s pedigree, he was told that it had once 
belonged to Frank Magarian.

Tom was familiar with each of the three midgets that Frank had ever owned but it didn’t occur 
to him that it could be the MWM car. Upon closer inspection of the car, he noticed things that 
could only have been THAT car. After taking a cockpit side-panel off, he found the Kurtis I.D. 
number (X112) which confirmed its true identity. The hood of the original MWM car had a 
penchant for using air cleaners on the carburetors thus necessitating a bump in the hood to 
accommodate them. 

The hood had indeed had a bump in it, but the bump had later been cut out and a patch welded in 
to cover the hole. The patch was in exactly the right place! All of a sudden, the stories associated 
with Marshall’s Kurtis began to make sense to him. It was in fact the original MWM!

In 2000, the car was purchased by Tom and eventually restored back to its original 1948 
configuration, painted and numbered as it was when driven by Earl Motter, Tom’s uncle, 
during the 1953-54 racing season. Visit the car on the green today at the Niello Concours at 
Serrano before Tom parks it in his living room!

save lives

Alternatives Pregnancy Center is a non-profit
women's health clinic in Sacramento, CA. We offer
free medical care and assistance to women in
our community.

Every single day we average 12 client
appointments for women who are seeking
hope and help during some of the most
difficult times in their lives. We strive
to provide a safe space for them to
make important decisions about
their reproductive health.

But because all of our services
are 100% free, we rely on people
like you to make it possible for
us to offer hopeful alternatives
to women that we serve.

Will you be a part of saving lives?

916.880.4040
pgtest.org/tours

Hear the life changing
stories for yourself -

come for a tour!
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We believe all kids deserve to feel
excited to grow, safe to fail and better
equipped for whatever comes at them
next. At First Tee Greater Sacramento,
we do this by helping them develop
their swing, but more importantly, their
inner strength; with coaches who help
them navigate the course as well as
guide them through new challenges.
Because we know what's inside doesn't
just count; it changes the game. 

Come join us at FirstTeeSacramento.org

We're Building
Game Changers.



TThe Birth of ahe Birth of a
    Legend    Legend   

by Jim Perell

Upon the Jaguar E-Type’s release, Enzo Ferrari called it, "The 

most beautiful car in the world.” Few people, particularly Jaguar 

aficionados, would ever counter such a statement. Further, in 

1996 The New York City Museum of Modern Art acknowledged 

the significance of the E-Type's design with the addition of a 

blue roadster to its permanent design collection, one of only 

six automobiles to receive the honor. While we celebrate 60 

years since the unveiling of the Jaguar’s iconic E-Type, the 

introduction of XK’s commenced their faithful following 73 years 

ago this month. The introduction of Jaguar’s line of XK automobiles 

created the allure of Jaguar Cars for all time.

It was the vision of William Lyons, the founder of Jaguar Cars, 

who launched the XK series. A distinction, that only a handful 

of automobile companies have ever attained, began with the 

introduction of the sleek XK 120 in October 1948 at the Earls 

Court Motor Show in London. From that time Jaguar XK’s 

embarked on an evolution of improvements in styling, handling 

and performance. In 1961 at the Geneva Motor Show the 

automotive world was “rocked” with the release of the XK E-Type 

which was unveiled as an early production model driven there from 

the Coventry factory, the new E-Type arrived just in time for the 

show!

While the XK line of Jaguar Cars can lay title to the “greatest 

post-war production sports car in the world” and arguably 

without parallel, it was not originally intended to be a production 

automobile. After the end of World War II, the dictate from the 

British government was “Export or Die.” Lyons’ pre-war S.S. 

Company had developed the SS 100, a lightweight sports car of 

style and performance, but the ravages of war had taken its toll 

on the British economy and the lack of raw materials forced 

automobile companies to export their lines to the United States in 

order to stay alive. The US appetite for sports cars was insatiable. 

During WWII, Lyons’ S.S. Company and the factory had switched 

to military production of jeeps, sidecars and aircraft components. 

Lyons arranged for him and his design engineer, Bill Heynes to be 

on fire watch duty together to plan how to rebuild the business in 

peacetime.

 In 1945, after the war, as the initials SS were reminiscent of the 

Nazi regime; Lyons changed the company’s name to Jaguar Cars 

and pursued his dream of producing a luxury saloon capable of 

being driven faster than 100 mph. So, Jaguar needed an infill while 

it planned to ramp up the post-war production of its Saloon cars 

that were not ready for the 1948 show. The XK engine, designed 

Celebrating 60 Years 
of the Jaguar e-tYpe
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by Heynes, and used in Jaguar cars for nearly forty years thereafter, 

became the heart and soul of the XK’s. 

Over the next few years, from 1948-1961, the Jaguar XK 120, 

140, 150 models grew in popularity and laid the groundwork to 

continue the legendary marque’s success into the era of the E-type. 

By 1961, even though the XK150 was still a great car, it was no 

longer the pacesetter that the public had come to expect. In order 

to maintain sales and the prestige established by the earlier XK 

models a massive change was necessary—enter the ultimate of the 

XK line - the XKE!

The E-Type (as known in the UK) or the XK-E (as known in the 

US) once again set the automotive world on fire in March 1961 at 

the Geneva Show. The “E” set a new standard in its grace, agility, 

sensuous looks and performance. The “E” was offered in the OTS, 

Coupe and eventually a 2+2 Coupe. The lineage of these E-Types 

are direct descendants of the racing C and D types. The E-Type or 

XKE was available in two models and was initially designed and 

shown to the public as a grand tourer in two-seater coupe form 

(FHC or Fixed Head Coupé) and as convertible (OTS or Open 

Two-Seater). The 2+2 version (FHC) with a lengthened wheelbase 

was released several years later. The E-Type OTS and the Coupe 

had vast differences from the 120’s through the 150’s .

Unlike its early cousins, the E-Type kept the same essential body 

lines from 1961 to 1975. However, the performance and desirability 

was really broken down by three distinct releases or “Series.”

Series I 1961-1967 

The Series I cars were built from 1961-1967 and today are 

considered the most collectible and demand the highest collector 

prices. Often times the 1968 model year is considered as a Series 

1 ½.

When released in 1961, the first 300 cars built had flat floors 

and external hood (bonnet) latches. These cars are rare and more 

valuable. After that, the floors were dished to provide more leg 

room and the twin hood latches moved to inside the car. In late 

1964 the 3.8 liter engine was increased to 4.2 liters.

All E-Types were built using an independent coil spring rear 

suspension with torsion bar front ends, and four wheel disc brakes, 

in-board at the rear, all were power-assisted. Jaguar was one of 

the first vehicle manufacturers to provide cars with disc brakes 

as standard equipment. The Series 1 are distinguished by glass-

covered headlights (up to 1967) and "mouth" opening at the front, 

signal lights and tail-lights above bumpers and exhaust tips under 

the number plate in the rear.

Performance was still overwhelming and many a young man’s 

adrenaline raced when first slipping behind the beautiful wooden 

steering wheel. The early cars used the same engine configuration 

as the XK150 “S”, a 3.8 liter car with leather bucket seats, an 

aluminum dotted instrument panel and console (changed to vinyl 

and leather in 1963), and a Moss 4-speed gearbox that lacks 
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synchromesh for 1st gear ("Moss box"). The 4.2 liter cars have 

more comfortable seats, better brakes and electrical systems, and 

an all-synchromesh 4-speed gearbox. 

An OTS 3.8-litre car, had a top speed of 149.1 mph) and could 

accelerate from 0–60 mph in 6.9 These beauties sold for just 

about $6000. 

Series 2 (1969–1971) 

The U.S. did it again and government regulations set in motion 

the demise of the original “pure” racing heritage. Now the “E” had 

open headlights without glass covers, a wrap-around rear bumper, 

re-positioned and larger front indicators and tail lights below the 

bumpers. On the plus side, the Series 2 cars had better cooling 

and brakes. Due to US regulations, the U.S. import cars were now 

detuned with twin Stromberg carburetors. The engine appearance 

lost its artistic beauty by the change from smooth polished cam 

covers to a more industrial "ribbed" appearance. The 1968 Series 

1½ cars also had ribbed cam covers. The interior also underwent 

major changes that included a dashboard with rocker switches. 

Air conditioning and power steering were now available from the 

factory as “options.”

In 1966 the 2+2 was added to the line. Offering the option of an 

automatic transmission. The body was much longer and the roof 

angles were ballooned.

Performance suffered by comparison to the early Series I cars. The 

0-60 mph was now rated at 7.4 seconds but still achieved 150 mph.

Series 3 (1971–1975) 

For the final hurrah of the E-Type, a new 5.3 L 12-cylinder Jaguar 

V12 engine was introduced. The short wheelbase FHC body style 

was discontinued and the V12 was available only as a convertible 

and 2+2 coupe. The convertible used the longer-wheelbase 2+2 

body. It is easily identifiable by the large cross-slatted front grille, 

flared wheel arches and a badge on the rear that proclaims it to be 

a V12. 

Performance was now geared up for highway use as the longer 

wheelbase didn’t quite keep up with its earlier siblings in the 

corners, but acceleration was still under seven seconds. In the end 

it was still an E-Type Jaguar and an object of desire.

Fast forward a few decades for a new twist on a classic…In 2018 

Prince Harry and Meghan Markel, after tying the knot at their 

Royal Wedding, took their first journey as man and wife in a 

Jaguar E-Type. But it wasn’t just a regular E-Type. The car chosen 

for this drive was a new Jaguar E-Type, which although still has 

the appeal of the classic Jag on the outside, is actually a brand-

new electric car under the skin fitted with an electric powertrain. 

This roadster was a Concept Zero, a classic 1968 E-Type 

convertible given a new lease on life by Jaguar's own Classic 

Works restoration shop in England. Classic E-Types don't come 

cheap. Neither do restorations or electric-car conversions as the 

Jaguar Zero is reported to cost at least $470,000.

The design of the Jaguar E-Type is still coveted by car collectors. 

Values are on the rise, in fact, during Car Week at Pebble Beach 

this past August, Gooding & Company sold a 1964 Jaguar 

E-Type Coupe for $318,500, exceeding the auction's projection. 

Congratulations on a 60 Year Celebration that is well deserved!
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Defining a

Classic

3

As is often the case 
when composing a 
definition, what the 

subject is not can be informative 
as what it is. For example, The 
Bible tells us that “love is not 
jealous”. We understand with few 
words used. Brevity is the soul of 
definitions. So what is a classic? 
It’s certainly not loaded down with 
geegaws and gimcracks. Simplicity 
of design is one of the hallmarks of 
a classic. The subtle gesture trumps 
the big bang.

This simplicity, in turn, helps to 
create an enduring appeal which 
leads to another hallmark of a 
classic: timelessness. The very word 
connotes a disassociation with any 
specific era and is the opposite of 
the word fashion which conjures 
“the mode of the moment”. 
Fashion goes; style 
remains.

Think of First Lady 
Jacqueline Kennedy’s 
attire at her husband 
John’s inauguration 
to the Presidency in 
1961. Her red pill 
box hat brought focus 
to Jackie’s own beauty, 

not to the chapeau. The simple 
matching coat added to the effect 
desired. Now think of the get-ups 
seen on the British Royal Family 
over the past fifty years. However, 
we must excuse those Brits. Their 
top designers were more interested 
in automobiles than hats, and auto 
enthusiasts the world over are 
grateful.

One of the most revered British 
automobiles, the Jaguar E-Type 
had been on display at New York’s 
Museum of Modern Art since it 
rolled onto American soil in 1961. 

Its lines still look fresh today, as 
attested with the publicity photo 
for the 1966 movie, How to Steal a 
Million that accompanies this 
article. The iconic Audrey 
Hepburn is 

perched on the trunk of a buttery 
yellow 1966 Jaguar E-Type as 
Peter O’Toole handles the wooden 
steering wheel.

True classics in general, often 
evoke almost ineffable feelings 
when encountered. Think hearing 
Beethoven’s Ode to Joy. Difficult 
to express. Famous designer John 
Saladino tried when he explained, 
“I edit constantly because what 
you omit or hold back is just as 
valid as what you include”. It’s not 
about being different; it’s about 
being excellent. The result is a 
classic and the definition applies 
to creations from pill boxes to 
skyscrapers. In these times when 
even small purchases are pondered, 
investing in a classic is a wise 
choice. It always has been. Look at 
the Concours’s green today. •

by JUDY 
BRAVO
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T
he phrase “Snell-certified” is one 
that racers worldwide are most 
likely familiar with since the ma-

jority of racing organizations require 
participants to wear a helmet that car-
ries this designation.  If your helmet 
type has been tested and certified by 
the Snell Memorial Foundation, then 
it should have a label attached to the 
hard, inner liner.  Having the Snell 
Certification is a very good thing 
and to understand why, we have to 
go back almost fifty years to the early 
1950’s. 

Sports car racing in the United States 
was a rapidly growing sport in the 1950’s.  
Home built specials and foreign sports 
cars filled most race grids and the word 
“safety” was a decided afterthought.  Roll 
bars and lap belts were not widely used 
and when it came to drivers helmets, just 
about anything was OK.  Drivers used a 
wide variety of helmets, including WWII 
surplus, fiber shell based helmets and even 
a type usually worn by polo pony riders.

Wanting to emulate their European 
contemporaries, many drivers in this 
country bought these helmets when they 
started racing.  Unfortunately, they did 
little more than keep your hair in place 

while racing, offering minimal protection. 
There were many serious head injuries as 
a result of race car rollovers in the early 
1950’s and one such incident resulted in 
what was to become the Snell Memorial 
Foundation.  

The Foundation’s Namesake
William “Pete” Snell was born and raised 

in San Francisco, became a family man, car 
enthusiast and service manager for a local 
automobile dealer.  He started racing with 
the San Francisco Region of the SCCA 
in 1951, and over the next five years raced 
a variety of sports cars.  Well liked and 
respected as a racer, he won the Region’s 
Sportsmanship Award in 1954.  Pete 
Snell’s competed in his last race in August, 
1956 at the Arcata (CA) airport.  Partway 
through his race,  Snell was hit from 
behind by another car and lost control of 
his TR-3.  The car rolled over three times, 
trapping him underneath.  Wearing one of 
the fiber shell type helmets, Snell suffered 
severe head injuries, which would prove 
fatal. 

The loss of one of their most popular 
drivers was a shock to all who knew 
him.  As a result, the members of the San 
Francisco Region (SFR) of the SCCA 
voted to establish the William Snell 
Memorial Fund and donations were 
solicited from the club’s members “to 
perpetuate the memory of Pete Snell.”  

How it All Started
Another SFR member was also present 

at the Arcata race, Dr. George Snively.  
Dr. Snively was a Sacramento physician, 
Director of the Department of Medicine 
at Sacramento County Hospital and 
an accomplished racer in his own right.  

Besides racing in the event, he was also the 
trackside physician and had gone to Snell’s 
aid after the crash.   Snell’s death would 
prove to be a catalyst for Dr. Snively who 
had been investigating crash helmets on 
his own since 1954.  Having previously 
accumulated a library of virtually every 
paper published on helmets and had 
spent countless hours of his own time 
testing helmets he had purchased with 
his own money.  Since Snell’s death had 
unquestionably resulted from inferior 
head protection, the immediate need for 
headgear standards became apparent.  Dr. 
Snively decided it was time to begin a 
formal research program.

At this point, Dr. Snively enlisted the 
help of another sports car racer, Dr. 
Clinton O. Chichester, an engineer 
and professor of food technology at 
University of California Davis.  These 
two formed an excellent team, with Dr. 
Chichester the “idea man” and Dr. Snively 
the “implementer”.   As they saw it, their 
mission was “to establish some standard 
for the performance of helmets so that an 
individual can at least distinguish which 
will offer a known level of protection 
versus one that will offer practically none.”  
With this goal in mind, they applied for 
and obtained a grant from the United 
States Public Health Service.  With these 
funds, they set up a laboratory at U.C. 
Davis and begin testing crash helmets in 
use by drivers of the day.

In March, 1957, the SFR published 
preliminary results of Dr. Snively’s tests 
in The Wheel.      To formalize his testing 
procedure and increase the number of 
helmets tested, Dr. Snively utilized an 

S N e L L - C e R T i F i e D
THE STORY BEHIND THE LITTLE ORANGE LABEL

By:  Gary Horstkorta 

independent testing facility.  Interested 
parties were invited to witness the test and 
the press, military and representatives of 
manufacturers attended.  The results of the 
test showed clearly that two helmets, the 
Bell 500 TX and the Toptex Competition 
Model, offered far greater protection than 
any of the others tested,.  The Foundation’s 
seal of approval was made available to the 
manufacturers for use on the two models 
approved. Dr. Snively released his test 
results to several motor racing magazines.  

Test Results Create A Controversy
When Dr. Snively’s test results were 

published in Sports Car Graphic, Sports 
Car Journal and MotoRacing in July 1957, 
they caused an immediate controversy as 
drivers and manufacturers lined up on both 
sides of the issue.  Several manufacturers 
felt the tests were inconclusive or biased 
and many drivers felt it was their choice 
to wear whatever type and style helmet 
they desired. As Dr. Chichester told a 
reporter for the Sacramento Bee newspaper, 
“You’d be surprised how difficult it is to 
persuade a driver to pay more than $8 to 
$15 for a helmet that is untested when 
at the same time, he might be driving an 
expensive sports car.  They ought to invest a 
reasonable amount of money in  
their heads.”  

As the controversy was playing out in the 
motor sports press that summer of 1957, 
the SFR of the SCCA announced that 
after August 30, 1957, all drivers must wear 
either of the two approved helmets in races 
sanctioned by the club.  Shortly thereafter, 
the National Contest Board followed suit, 
essentially deciding the issue.  Drs. Snively 
and Chicester received inquires from all 
over the world concerning their studies.  All 
types of motor racing associations requested 
the test results as did others interested 
in nearly all other sports where head 
protection was necessary.  More tests were 

conducted in 1958 by the two and the next 
year, they established a set of standards.   

Once the Foundation had established a 
set of testing standards for helmets, they 
were continually refined as manufacturers 
brought new and better helmets to the 
market.   Dr. Snively would write a set of 
standards too tough for any helmet to pass 
and then ease the standard down a few 
notches making it more feasible for new 
helmets to pass, and at the same time, he 
was challenging helmet manufacturers to 
continually design better helmets.  The 
revision of these standards took place 
about every five years, a cycle that is still in 
effect today.    

1983 - Shocking News
Having just retired from his position at 

U.C Davis School of Medicine and while 
on vacation on the California Coast, Dr. 
George Snively, the guiding light of the 
Foundation, died suddenly of a heart attack 
at the age of 62. As you might imagine, 
and helmet testing came to a standstill.  
Eventually, Dr. Chichester picked up 
the reins and testing resumed but with 
a contract employee and only on a part-
time basis.  The test lab was moved from 
Dr. Snively’s home to a small warehouse.  
Over the next five years, the helmet testing 
activity gradually increased but it essentially 
remained a very small operation and it 
wasn’t until 1984, the Foundation hired it’s 
first, full-time employee.

Today, the Foundation offices and test lab 
reside in a modern, single story building in 
North Highlands, a suburb of Sacramento.  
There are currently nine employees under 
the leadership of Ed Becker, and their 
main business is still helmets - testing 
for certification, prototype testing and 
random sample tests.  They test helmets 
for auto racing, motorcycle riding and 
racing; snowmobiling; skiing, bicycling; 
skateboarding as well as equestrian use.  

The helmet testing procedure has been 
continually improved over the years and 
the test instrumentation has become 
progressively more sophisticated  
allowing standards to be elevated to  
even higher levels.

The Foundation safeguards its 
certification by performing on-site factory 
inspections to verify a helmet makers 
manufacturing process.  They also can 
randomly test any previously certified 
helmet at any time by acquiring helmets 
on the open market and/or requesting 
helmets from a manufacturer.  If the 
product fails testing, the Foundation 
can order the manufacturer to “stop 
production” on the particular model and 
all certification stickers are to be returned.  
Interestingly enough, in almost fifty years 
the Foundation has been in existence, they 
have only required two manufacturers to 
“stop production”. 

Racing helmets have come a long way 
since the “clothe and goggles” of the 
early 1900’s. Drivers progressed to the 
leather and fiber “buckets” of the 1950’s 
and finally to today’s lightweight, Kevlar, 
full coverage helmets.  Thanks to a very 
small group of volunteers who took it 
upon themselves to create the first set 
of industry standards for helmets, we 
now have products which are capable of 
withstanding the extreme forces generated 
by today’s high speed impacts.   

So the next time you pull on your  
helmet, think about and be thankful 
for the great job the folks at the Snell 
Memorial Foundation are doing and 
of Dr. George Snively and Dr. Clinton 
Chichester - doctors, pioneers,  
researchers and racers. 
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any of the others tested,.  The Foundation’s 
seal of approval was made available to the 
manufacturers for use on the two models 
approved. Dr. Snively released his test 
results to several motor racing magazines.  
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the SFR of the SCCA announced that 
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protection was necessary.  More tests were 
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year, they established a set of standards.   

Once the Foundation had established a 
set of testing standards for helmets, they 
were continually refined as manufacturers 
brought new and better helmets to the 
market.   Dr. Snively would write a set of 
standards too tough for any helmet to pass 
and then ease the standard down a few 
notches making it more feasible for new 
helmets to pass, and at the same time, he 
was challenging helmet manufacturers to 
continually design better helmets.  The 
revision of these standards took place 
about every five years, a cycle that is still in 
effect today.    

1983 - Shocking News
Having just retired from his position at 

U.C Davis School of Medicine and while 
on vacation on the California Coast, Dr. 
George Snively, the guiding light of the 
Foundation, died suddenly of a heart attack 
at the age of 62. As you might imagine, 
and helmet testing came to a standstill.  
Eventually, Dr. Chichester picked up 
the reins and testing resumed but with 
a contract employee and only on a part-
time basis.  The test lab was moved from 
Dr. Snively’s home to a small warehouse.  
Over the next five years, the helmet testing 
activity gradually increased but it essentially 
remained a very small operation and it 
wasn’t until 1984, the Foundation hired it’s 
first, full-time employee.

Today, the Foundation offices and test lab 
reside in a modern, single story building in 
North Highlands, a suburb of Sacramento.  
There are currently nine employees under 
the leadership of Ed Becker, and their 
main business is still helmets - testing 
for certification, prototype testing and 
random sample tests.  They test helmets 
for auto racing, motorcycle riding and 
racing; snowmobiling; skiing, bicycling; 
skateboarding as well as equestrian use.  

The helmet testing procedure has been 
continually improved over the years and 
the test instrumentation has become 
progressively more sophisticated  
allowing standards to be elevated to  
even higher levels.

The Foundation safeguards its 
certification by performing on-site factory 
inspections to verify a helmet makers 
manufacturing process.  They also can 
randomly test any previously certified 
helmet at any time by acquiring helmets 
on the open market and/or requesting 
helmets from a manufacturer.  If the 
product fails testing, the Foundation 
can order the manufacturer to “stop 
production” on the particular model and 
all certification stickers are to be returned.  
Interestingly enough, in almost fifty years 
the Foundation has been in existence, they 
have only required two manufacturers to 
“stop production”. 

Racing helmets have come a long way 
since the “clothe and goggles” of the 
early 1900’s. Drivers progressed to the 
leather and fiber “buckets” of the 1950’s 
and finally to today’s lightweight, Kevlar, 
full coverage helmets.  Thanks to a very 
small group of volunteers who took it 
upon themselves to create the first set 
of industry standards for helmets, we 
now have products which are capable of 
withstanding the extreme forces generated 
by today’s high speed impacts.   

So the next time you pull on your  
helmet, think about and be thankful 
for the great job the folks at the Snell 
Memorial Foundation are doing and 
of Dr. George Snively and Dr. Clinton 
Chichester - doctors, pioneers,  
researchers and racers. 
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Restaurant & Bar

Let Us Serve You With A View

ANNUAL
SUMMER

AMPHITHEATER
CONCERT

SERIES

Open TO The public 
The Spa aT Kilaga SpringS

1187 Sun ciTy blvd. 
916-408-4290 

www.KilagaSpringSSpa.cOm

Restaurant & Bar

Let Us Serve You With A View

Sun ciTy lincOln hillS

965 Orchard creeK ln. 
cOnTacT uS aT 916-625-4000
www.suncity-lincolnhills.org 

Open TO The public

meridianS reSTauranT & bar 
965 Orchard creeK ln. 

916-625-4040 
www.meridianSreSTauranT.cOm

FOr all yOur evenT bOOKing and caTering needS 
call uS aT

965 Orchard creeK ln. 
916-625-4043 

www.OrchardcreeKlOdge.cOm

FOr a liST OF cOncerTS/evenTS Open TO The public 
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3D Door to Door Detail 3D Door to Door Detail  
916.743.4202916.743.4202

Looking for a quality detailer you can trust? Your search is over. Looking for a quality detailer you can trust? Your search is over. 
Clients like Merrill Lynch and Doug Christy have relied on us to Clients like Merrill Lynch and Doug Christy have relied on us to 
provide comprehensive mobile detailing including paint correction, provide comprehensive mobile detailing including paint correction, 
ceramic coating and maintenance wash. Call us and see why no other ceramic coating and maintenance wash. Call us and see why no other 
detail crew is as reliable, quick or qualified! 3D Door to Door Detail: detail crew is as reliable, quick or qualified! 3D Door to Door Detail: 
Convenience that comes to you.Convenience that comes to you.

The Barrett-Jackson Auction Company The Barrett-Jackson Auction Company  
480.421.6694480.421.6694

For over 50 years, enthusiasts from all over the world have flocked to For over 50 years, enthusiasts from all over the world have flocked to 
the Barrett-Jackson collector car auctions, named America’s Number the Barrett-Jackson collector car auctions, named America’s Number 
1 Attraction for Car Lovers in the 2019 1 Attraction for Car Lovers in the 2019 USA TodayUSA Today Readers’ Choice  Readers’ Choice 
Contest. Widely regarded as a barometer of the collector car industry, Contest. Widely regarded as a barometer of the collector car industry, 
the auctions have evolved over the years into world-class automotive the auctions have evolved over the years into world-class automotive 
lifestyle events where thousands of the world’s most sought-after, lifestyle events where thousands of the world’s most sought-after, 
unique and valuable automobiles cross the block in front of a global unique and valuable automobiles cross the block in front of a global 
audience—in person and on live national and international television. audience—in person and on live national and international television. 
Barrett-Jackson produces The World’s Greatest Collector Car Barrett-Jackson produces The World’s Greatest Collector Car 
Auctions in Scottsdale, Arizona, Palm Beach, Florida, Las Vegas, Auctions in Scottsdale, Arizona, Palm Beach, Florida, Las Vegas, 
Nevada and Houston, Texas. In addition to the millions watching Nevada and Houston, Texas. In addition to the millions watching 
the events via live television coverage on FYI and HISTORY, over the events via live television coverage on FYI and HISTORY, over 
500,000 people are in attendance at all four auctions, looking to 500,000 people are in attendance at all four auctions, looking to 
witness auction action at its best, capture the car of their dreams, witness auction action at its best, capture the car of their dreams, 
mingle with celebrities, experience adrenaline-pumping thrill rides in mingle with celebrities, experience adrenaline-pumping thrill rides in 
the latest vehicles from America’s top automakers or shop in the vast the latest vehicles from America’s top automakers or shop in the vast 
Exhibitor Marketplace.Exhibitor Marketplace.

Echo ShirtsEcho Shirts 
916.456.3809 916.456.3809 

For all your Niello Concours at Serrano apparel needs.For all your Niello Concours at Serrano apparel needs.

Ferrari of San Francisco Ferrari of San Francisco  
415.380.9700415.380.9700

At Ferrari of San Francisco, we take pride in everything we do. At Ferrari of San Francisco, we take pride in everything we do. 
We offer new Ferrari models and used cars and have the staff in all We offer new Ferrari models and used cars and have the staff in all 
departments to adequately serve our Northern California friends. We departments to adequately serve our Northern California friends. We 
want to be your choice for all Ferrari services in California and will do want to be your choice for all Ferrari services in California and will do 
what it takes to keep you 100% satisfied.what it takes to keep you 100% satisfied.

First Tee-Greater SacramentoFirst Tee-Greater Sacramento 
916.486.6220916.486.6220

First Tee-Greater Sacramento is a youth development organization First Tee-Greater Sacramento is a youth development organization 
introducing the game of golf and its inherent values to kids and teens. introducing the game of golf and its inherent values to kids and teens. 
Through after-school and in-school programs, we help shape the Through after-school and in-school programs, we help shape the 
lives of young people from all walks of life by reinforcing values like lives of young people from all walks of life by reinforcing values like 
integrity, respect and perseverance through the game of golf. And it’s integrity, respect and perseverance through the game of golf. And it’s 
making a difference. www.FirstTeeSacramento.orgmaking a difference. www.FirstTeeSacramento.org

GT Auto Lounge GT Auto Lounge  
916.387.9997916.387.9997

GT Auto Lounge is a family-owned car dealership that provides the GT Auto Lounge is a family-owned car dealership that provides the 
best selection of unique and rare vehicles to our customers worldwide. best selection of unique and rare vehicles to our customers worldwide. 
Specializing in classic, muscle, exotic and luxury vehicles, our auto Specializing in classic, muscle, exotic and luxury vehicles, our auto 
consignment services are exceptional with an award-winning detail consignment services are exceptional with an award-winning detail 
team and professional sales staff. With extensive experience in the team and professional sales staff. With extensive experience in the 
automotive industry, our dedicated team has developed a business automotive industry, our dedicated team has developed a business 
based around quality, passion, and trust. In our secure, climate based around quality, passion, and trust. In our secure, climate 
controlled, state of the art indoor showroom we house some of the controlled, state of the art indoor showroom we house some of the 
most rare and exclusive vehicles in the world! Due to high demand, our most rare and exclusive vehicles in the world! Due to high demand, our 
showroom inventory is consistently changing. Stop by and experience showroom inventory is consistently changing. Stop by and experience 
the excitement of GT Auto Lounge. Visit GTAutoLounge.com for the excitement of GT Auto Lounge. Visit GTAutoLounge.com for 
more information.more information.
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The Luxury Collection The Luxury Collection  
408.354.4000408.354.4000

Visit The Luxury Collection on the green to see the newest models Visit The Luxury Collection on the green to see the newest models 
from their luxury car brands. A PriceSimms, family-owned dealership, from their luxury car brands. A PriceSimms, family-owned dealership, 
with locations in Los Gatos, Palo Alto and Walnut Creek, they carry with locations in Los Gatos, Palo Alto and Walnut Creek, they carry 
Alfa Romeo, Aston Martin, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Maserati, Alfa Romeo, Aston Martin, Bentley, Bugatti, Lamborghini, Maserati, 
McLaren, and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. Their dealerships cater to the McLaren, and Rolls-Royce Motor Cars. Their dealerships cater to the 
needs of anyone who is looking for a smooth and amazing experience needs of anyone who is looking for a smooth and amazing experience 
when looking to purchase a car. Feel free to stop by and visit them when looking to purchase a car. Feel free to stop by and visit them 
anytime!anytime!

Lyon Real Estate - El Dorado HillsLyon Real Estate - El Dorado Hills 
916.939.5300916.939.5300

Serving the area for over 75 years, spanning a two-generation history, Serving the area for over 75 years, spanning a two-generation history, 
Lyon has nearly 900 agents in seventeen offices throughout a four-Lyon has nearly 900 agents in seventeen offices throughout a four-
county region. Our agents receive ongoing education as skilled county region. Our agents receive ongoing education as skilled 
marketers, negotiators and real estate advisors; they understand the marketers, negotiators and real estate advisors; they understand the 
intricacies of buying and selling a home, so you don’t have to. Together intricacies of buying and selling a home, so you don’t have to. Together 
with the latest tools and resources, you receive the facts and expert with the latest tools and resources, you receive the facts and expert 
guidance needed to increase your knowledge, putting you in control of guidance needed to increase your knowledge, putting you in control of 
your financial destiny. your financial destiny. 

Niello Audi Niello Audi  
916.480.2800916.480.2800

As the oldest privately-owned dealership in the country, Niello Audi As the oldest privately-owned dealership in the country, Niello Audi 
will be offering guests a fresh perspective on this innovative brand. will be offering guests a fresh perspective on this innovative brand. 
With a showcase of the newest product offerings including the all-new, With a showcase of the newest product offerings including the all-new, 
2022 Audi RS e-tron GT all-electric vehicle, you’ll be able to see 2022 Audi RS e-tron GT all-electric vehicle, you’ll be able to see 
clearly the future of the Audi brand. And while you’re there, we’ll also clearly the future of the Audi brand. And while you’re there, we’ll also 
ask you to join us in a toast from our Champagne Wall and  ask you to join us in a toast from our Champagne Wall and  
Get Plugged In.Get Plugged In.

The Niello Company The Niello Company  
916.643.7300916.643.7300

Get ready for some excitement on the green at The Niello Company Get ready for some excitement on the green at The Niello Company 
tent as you buckle into a VR Simulation Rig where you can have the tent as you buckle into a VR Simulation Rig where you can have the 
thrill of the track come to you for an unforgettable experience in a thrill of the track come to you for an unforgettable experience in a 
Virtual Reality Race Car Simulator. There will also be a Centennial Virtual Reality Race Car Simulator. There will also be a Centennial 
Celebration during the concours in the center of the event on the Celebration during the concours in the center of the event on the 
patio. Stop by for some gelato and see a visual history of 100 Years of patio. Stop by for some gelato and see a visual history of 100 Years of 
The Niello Company.The Niello Company.

Niello Porsche Niello Porsche  
916.625.8300916.625.8300

Stop by the Covered Bridge for a test drive of the all-new Porsche Stop by the Covered Bridge for a test drive of the all-new Porsche 
models and visit the Oktoberfest Beer Garden for a mini stein and models and visit the Oktoberfest Beer Garden for a mini stein and 
brats. The Niello Company is proud to have the longest, privately-brats. The Niello Company is proud to have the longest, privately-
owned Porsche franchise in the United States. For over 65 years they owned Porsche franchise in the United States. For over 65 years they 
have had the privilege of offering the Porsche brand to those looking have had the privilege of offering the Porsche brand to those looking 
for something exhilarating and adventurous. The Niello Company for something exhilarating and adventurous. The Niello Company 
will be opening an all-new Porsche Sacramento dealership on Auburn will be opening an all-new Porsche Sacramento dealership on Auburn 
Boulevard in 2022.Boulevard in 2022.

Sacramento Magazine Sacramento Magazine  
916.452.6200916.452.6200

Sacramento Magazine is the region’s most sophisticated lifestyle Sacramento Magazine is the region’s most sophisticated lifestyle 
publication, committed to celebrating our local lifestyles by providing publication, committed to celebrating our local lifestyles by providing 
information that enlightens our readers. We are also proud of our information that enlightens our readers. We are also proud of our 
sacmag.com, your daily access to the region and the region’s best sacmag.com, your daily access to the region and the region’s best 
lifestyle publication. Read past issues and features, find a restaurant, lifestyle publication. Read past issues and features, find a restaurant, 
read reviews, browse Snapshots and much more. Nobody knows read reviews, browse Snapshots and much more. Nobody knows 
Sacramento like Sacramento Magazine!Sacramento like Sacramento Magazine!

Shriners Hospitals / Rally4KidsShriners Hospitals / Rally4Kids 
916.453.2000916.453.2000

Come by the Shriners Hospitals vendor tent to see one of the many Come by the Shriners Hospitals vendor tent to see one of the many 
custom-made go karts that will participate in this year’s Rally4Kids Toy custom-made go karts that will participate in this year’s Rally4Kids Toy 
Drive event. This event will be held on December 5, 2021 at Shriners Drive event. This event will be held on December 5, 2021 at Shriners 
Hospital for Children, Northern California. This annual rally has Hospital for Children, Northern California. This annual rally has 
hundreds of collectible, classic, vintage, custom and exotic cars, trucks hundreds of collectible, classic, vintage, custom and exotic cars, trucks 
and motorcycles that roll into the hospital. Their mission? To cheer and motorcycles that roll into the hospital. Their mission? To cheer 
up children and make their holidays brighter as 1000’s of new toys are up children and make their holidays brighter as 1000’s of new toys are 
dropped off for the patients at Shriners Hospital in Sacramento.dropped off for the patients at Shriners Hospital in Sacramento.

Tommy BahamaTommy Bahama    
916.784.8688916.784.8688

The fabulous clothing in the Concours Fashion Show at today’s event 
was brought to you by Tommy Bahama. Visit the Tommy Bahama 
vendor tent to see their latest offerings as you get ready to make your 
entrance for your next outing. Here's to your brightest moments ahead 
and styles that put you in the spotlight. Tommy Bahama fashions are 
your path to relaxation.
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2021 Niello Concours at Serrano
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Contact us and see why no other detail crew 
is as reliable, quick, or qualified! 

3dDoortoDoorDetail@gmail.com  |  916.743.4202

CONVENIENCE THAT
COMES TO YOU

LYON REAL ESTATE - EL DORADO HILLS
3900 Park Drive
El Dorado Hills, CA 95762
916.939.5300

Our exclusive local affiliation with 

Luxury Portfolio International® 

offers Lyon Real Estate clients a 

distinct advantage.



2004 1966 Lincoln Continental 
owned by William McCoy of Fair Oaks, California

2005 1955 Mercedes Gullwing 
owned by Tom Thornhill of San Rafael, California

2006  1913 Pope Hartford 
owned by Bill Gularte of Soledad, California

2007 1934 Packard 1107 Phaeton 
owned by Jay Moore of Lahaina, Hawaii

2008 1933 Packard 1104 Coupe Roadster 
owned by Robert Tiffin of Red Bay, Alabama

2009 1947 Jaguar Mark IV Drophead 
owned by Howard Clarke of Springfield, California

2010 1933 Rolls Royce P II Continental 
owned by Jay Moore of Lahaina, Hawaii

2011 1936 Auburn Boattail Speedster 
owned by Paul Petrovich of Sacramento, California

2012 1957 Ford Skyliner 
owned by Robert Tiffin of Red Bay, Alabama

2013 1921 Duesenberg A Bender Coupe 
owned by James Castle of Monterey, California

2014 1952 Bentley Mark VI Mulliners of Birmingham 
owned by Leon Garoyan of Davis, California

2015 1957 Ford Skyliner 
owned by Robert Tiffin of Red Bay, Alabama

2016 1949 Delahaye Model 175 Saoutchik Coupe De Ville
 owned by the Stephens Family of San Francisco, California

2017 1933 Chrysler Imperial C.C. Sedan
 owned by Lorenzo Nannini of Pine Grove, California

2018 1928 Issotta-Franschini Tipo 8 Cabriolet
 owned by The Academy of Art University Automobile Museum, 

San Francisco, California

2019 1935 Mercedes Benz 500K Cabriolet A
 owned by The Academy of Art University Automobile Museum, 

San Francisco, California

BEST OF SHOW AWARD WINNERS
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1935 Mercedes Benz 500K Cabriolet A  
The Academy of Art University Automobile Museum  

San Francisco, California
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1935 Mercedes Benz 500K Cabriolet A  
The Academy of Art University Automobile Museum  

San Francisco, California

BEST OF SHOW
2019



SPECIALTY 
AWARD WINNERS

2019
MEGUIAR’S BEST  
FINISH AWARD

1939 Lincoln Zephyr
Markus Firmann • Lockeford, California

TONY DEARCOS AWARD

2015 Lamborghini Huracan
Salerno Motorsports • Rocklin, California

THE HONORARY  
JUDGES AWARD

1933 Chrysler Imperial CL C.C. Sedan
Larry Nannini • Pine Grove, California

THE CHAIRMAN’S AWARD  
In Honor of George A. Moore

1962 Cadillac Sedan de Ville
John Saras • Sacramento, California
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RICHARD NIELLO SR.  
FAVORITE PORSCHE AWARD 

1959 Porsche 356 Convertible D 
Steven Schneider • Aptos, California

THE MOST ELEGANT  
MOTOR CAR AWARD

1930 Auburn 8 - 125A Delux Sedan
Randy Hastie • Fair Oaks, California

OUTSTANDING  
BENTLEY AWARD

1927 Bentley Speed Vanden Plas
Joel Carash • Stockton, California

2019 SCCA  
CHAMPIONSHIP AWARD 

1933 Chrysler Imperial CL C.C Sedan
Larry Nannini • Pine Grove, California

OUTSTANDING  
PORSCHE AWARD

1951 Porsche 356 Sauter Roadster
Phil White • Portola Valley, California
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CLASS B1  
Bentley Vintage  

WO Bentley

1927 Bentley Speed Vanden Plas
 Joel Carash · Stockton, California

CLASS AO
CCCA Approved Classics Open

1915 to 1948

1935 Mercedes Benz 500K Cabriolet A
The Academy of Art University  

Automobile Museum • San Francisco, California

1933 Chrysler Imperial CL C.C. Sedan 
Larry Nannini · Pine Grove, California

CLASS B 
CCCA Approved Classics Closed

1915 to 1948

CLASS CV 
Commercial Vehicles

1931 Ford Sedan  
Delivery Model 79 B

James McCormack • Placerville, California

CLASS F 
Muscle Cars

1968 Ford Shelby GT500KR 
Larry Kay • Folsom, California

CLASS N
Vintage through 1948

1939 Lincoln Zephyr
Markus Firmann • Lockeford, California

CLASS B7
Bentley Coachbuilt

1955 Bentley Series 1  
Hooper Coachwork

Clyde Cassady • Fair Oaks, California

CLASS B6 
Bentley

1988 to present

2010 Bentley Series 51 GTC
John & Patricia Grigsby • El Dorado Hills, California

1997 Ferrari F355 GTS
Kevin Enderby • Redwood City, California

CLASS F4 
Ferrari

1991 to present

CLASS AWARDS

2019

1972 Ferrari 365 GTC/4
Jim Bonney • Carmichael, California

CLASS F2
Ferrari
to 1974
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1974 Porsche 911 Carrera
Greg Pantelis • Carmel, California

CLASS P7
Porsche 924 - 944

1985 Porsche 944 
Tom Tyler • Sacramento, California

CLASS P8 
Porsche 928

1990 Porsche 928 S4  
Dan Rowland • Orangevale, California

CLASS P1 
Porsche 356 Closed 

1964 Porsche 356 C
Tom & Diane Roderick • Sonoma, California

CLASS P1 O 
Porsche 356 Open

1959 Porsche 356 Convertible D
Scott Schneider • Placerville, California

CLASS P9 
Porsche Boxer - Cayman

2009 Porsche Boxter
Andy Cole • Santa Rosa, California

CLASS P
American Manufacture

1949 to 1969

1957 Chevrolet Bel Air Sports Sedan 
Constance & P Rodgers • Rescue, California

1972 Porsche 911 T Coupe
Donald Wenstrand • Denair, California

CLASS P2 
Porsche 911
1965 to 1973

2011 Porsche 911 GT3RS 
Eric Henrikson • Folsom California

CLASS P5 
Porsche 

1999 to present

2005 Leaver GT
Jeff Leaver · Belmont, California

CLASS Q
Exotics

1957 Ford Thunderbird
Deborah Clendenning · El Dorado Hills, California

CLASS T
American Sports Cars

to 1962

CLASS P3 
Porsche 911
1974 to 1989

1953 Chrysler New Yorker Deluxe
Randy A Kunes · Fairfield, California

CLASS PL 
American Luxury

1949 to 1969
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The phrase may be French, but the beginnings of the Concours 
d’ Elegance are rooted firmly in ancient Rome, where chariot 

drivers paraded around the arenas in their highly prized chariots 
with decorated harnesses and magnificently adorned horses. 
When the automobile replaced the horse-drawn carriage, an 
area or space where the latest automobiles could be admired was 
known as a “Concours” — simply a gathering place wide enough 
to accommodate a crowd. Here autos could be displayed in a 
grand manner to please the elite of the 1900s, to whom style was 
of prime importance.

By the end of WWI, with basic engineering problems out 
of the way, automobile designers turned their attention to speed, 
comfort, and above all, elegance. Since coachwork was produced 
separately from the engine and chassis, there were few constraints 

By Judy Bravo

for design, and the resultant automobiles have never been 
equaled for opulence or aesthetic appeal. In both Europe 
and the United States, people of wealth were eager to spend 
lavishly on these exciting machines.

In a shrewd move to attract elite clientele, hoteliers 
at exclusive European resorts held competitions for these 
stylish cars. The result was a series of annual and semi-
annual Concours in which cars were “judged” on their style, 
engineering, and aesthetic appeal. The cars were all new and 
were the best money could buy. Hence, drivers added still 
another variable by dressing appropriately to the styles of 
their automobiles. Judges were asked to weigh the overall 
effect of the creative entries in those contests  
of elegance.

   Evolution of the    Concours d’Elegance
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The Great Depression put an end to the Concours 
that had been such enjoyable events for both entrants and 
spectators alike. Fortunately, the end of WWII produced a 
tremendous interest both in the collecting and the restoring 
of antique and classic cars. Informal Concours were held once 
more, and in 1951 a full-blown Concours d’Elegance was 
held at Del Monte Lodge in Pebble Beach for mixed makes 
of cars from the West Coast. This pivotal show served as the 
model for Concours to come.

In the modern Concours d’Elegance, strict judging 
takes into consideration historical significance, presentation, 
appearance, authority, and the restored or original condition 
of each vehicle. The engine, chassis, interior and exterior of 

each car is inspected. The owner must start the entry, move it 
forward and backward (if space allows), and turn on lights, turn 
signals, and brake lights. Windows must be put up and down; 
doors opened and closed.

Each entry begins with a perfect score of 100 points. Judges 
deduct one to five points for any flaw found depending on its 
severity. The entry with the highest score in each class wins first 
place. In an SCCA-sanctioned Concours, a vehicle must have at 
least 80 points to win first place, 60 points to win second, and 50 
to take third. Often only a point or two separates winners. The 
“Best of Show” is chosen from the first place winners in all classes, 
but the Honorary Judges’ award is chosen from the entire field by 
a group of dignitaries and enthusiasts. Let the show begin!

   Evolution of the    Concours d’Elegance
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